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Solve Power Density and Efficiency Application Challenges with KEMET’s METCOM SMD
Inductors from WPG Americas
San Jose, Calif. – September 19, 2019 – WPG Americas Inc. (WPGA) a subsidiary of WPG Holdings,
the largest global electronic components distributor, today announced KEMET’s METCOM series of
SMD metal composite power inductors are now available worldwide from WPGA. The METCOM
power inductors are ideal for developing more efficient DC to DC switching power supply
applications as well as EMI filter inductors.
The metal composite core offers high saturation characteristics maintaining function in rush
current mode and characterized by temperature stable inductance enabling significant reduction in
system losses. The METCOM inductors also feature a shielded construction that contains magnetic
flux within the inductor body, improving EMI performance and eliminating interference with
surrounding circuitry.
Encompassing 102 devices covering an inductance range from 0.10 to 100.00 µH, the METCOM
series supports current ranges from 2.0 A up to 35.4 A and operating temperatures up to +155°C.
These inductors are designed specifically for use in DC-DC converters utilized in a variety of
commercial and consumer applications including wideband GaN applications, PC’s and servers,
points of loads (POL), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA), and battery-powered regulators.
“WPG Americas is excited to offer KEMET’s high-performance METCOM power inductor series, “
said Rich Davis, President, WPG Americas. “When it comes to size, reliability and performance,
METCOM inductors will offer designers the ability to develop modern, high-performance solutions
that meet increasingly stringent application requirements.”
Are you ready to solve your power density and efficiency application challenges? Learn more about
KEMET METCOM SMD Inductors now!
About WPG Americas Inc.
Headquartered in San Jose, CA, WPG Americas Inc. is a member of WPG Holdings, a $18.07B
worldwide distributor of semiconductors, passive, electro-mechanical and display products.
Founded in November 2007, WPGA is a franchised partner for leading technology suppliers. As a
member of WPG Holdings, WPGA is uniquely positioned to offer total solutions to its diverse
customer base. WPGA continues to introduce new leading-edge technologies, quality service and
design-in focus through its superior engineering programs.
For more information, visit www.wpgamericas.com. You can also follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter,
and YouTube.

